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Motivations for the Large Extra dimensions ( ADD
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Search for ADD in dilepton channel.
Search for contact interaction in dilepton final state.
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Motivations
There are lots of concrete motivation for physics beyond standard model:
Hierarchy problem, Neutrinos, dark matter, baryogenesis, strong CP problem, gauge coupling
unification, origin of flavor,...
Higgs mass receives radiative corrections from loops. The size of corrections is proportional to the UV

cutoﬀ squared:

If we suppose that the SM remains valid up to the Planck scale, then Λ = MP and this correction is 1030
times bigger than the reasonable value of the mass-squared of the Higgs, (125 GeV)2 .
High degree of fine tuning considered to be unnatural!

Solutions:
SUSY
Little Higgs Model
Large extra dimensions

….
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Large Extra Dimensions: ADD
The existence of New Spatial Dimensions is
proposed.
If Large Extra Dimensions exist the 4-D
Planck Scale (MP ) is not a fundamental scale.
The 4+n Planck Scale (MS) is the Fundamental
Scale.
To solve the Hierarchy Problem: MS ~ MEW
The Planck scale MP ~ G-1/2 is not a fundamental scale;
its enormity is simply a consequence of the large size of
the new dimensions. While gravitons can freely propagate
in the new dimensions, at sub-weak energies the Standard
Model SM. Fields must be localized to a 4-dimensional
manifold of weak scale ‘‘thickness’’ in the extra dimensions.

ADD- Physics Letters B 429 1998. 263–272
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Large Extra Dimensions: ADD
The SM (4-dimension) has been tested up to
an energy scale of few TeV and is found to be
Consistent with Experimental Data.
Therefore, SM fields can not propagate
into the Extra Dimensions and have to
be localized on the 3-brane.
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If we set MS ~ 1 TeV
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How to Detect the Extra Dimensions
at the LHC
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Experimental Consequences of EDs
The ADD scenario of ED model predicts a number of observable signatures at the LHC:
Exchange of virtual gravitons: Change of cross sections
ED contribution

One of the direct signatures is the production of a graviton in
the final state of pp collisions in association with a gluon or a photon.
Graviton is emitted into the hidden space dimensions and appears as
missing energy.

Production of Mini Black Holes.
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ED contributions

ADD signature: dilepton channel
Exchange of virtual gravitons: Change of cross sections in dilepton:

interference term

η describes the strength of gravity in the
presence of extra dimensions.
F is a dimensionless parameter and in different
in ADD conventions.
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pure signal

ADD signature: dilepton channel
Signal: Two opposite sign same flavor leptons
MC production with pythia8@LO ( x 1.3 k-factor)

Backgrounds:
Irreducible: Standard Model Drell-Yan —>
POWHEG QCD NLO, a mass-dependent correction factor
is applied in order to reach next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) accuracy in perturbative QCD, and
to account for weak effects at NLO, as well as pure
quantum electrodynamics effects.

Other backgrounds:
-Top pair (specially dileptonic), tW,WW,WZ,ZZ
-Drell-Yan —> 𝜏𝜏
-W+jets
-Multijet (mostly in di-electron)
-Photon+Jet (mostly in di-electron)
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Event selection in di-muon & di-electron
Event Selection for muon channel:
-HLT: Two muons, at least one of which must have pT > 22
GeV and another has pT > 50 GeV, with |η| < 2.4.
-Two well-isolated muons with: pT > 53 GeV and |η| < 2.4.
A dedicated algorithm for the reconstruction of muons with
pT > 200 GeV.
Leptons in BB & BE

Event Selection for electron channel:
-HLT: both electrons have pT > 33 GeV and pass loose identification
criteria optimized for high-energy electrons.
The electron track is required to be well reconstructed, so that the
transverse size of the ECAL cluster is consistent with that of an
electron, and that there is minimal energy leakage into the HCAL.
-The electron candidates are required to have pT > 35 GeV and
cluster pseudorapidity |η| < 1.44 (barrel) or 1.57 < |η| < 2.50
(endcap).
-For events in which two or more electrons meet all requirements,
all possible electron pair candidates are created. The one with
the largest pT sum is used.
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Signal tends to reside in
high invariant mass
region

Dilepton spectra and uncertainties
-Results from this analysis show no significant deviation from
the SM in the dilepton invariant mass spectra for either the
electron or muon channel.
-Exclusion limits are set on the signal cross section, which
are translated into limits on the respective parameters of
interest for each model.
-The optimized cut on the invariant mass for the best expected
sensitivity

mll > 1.8 TeV.

-These limits are calculated using Bayesian inference,
using single-bins with the optimized lower
mass threshold of 1.8 TeV.
-All uncertainties are modeled with log-normal probability
density functions, while a uniform prior is used for the
signal cross section.
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To illustrate the mass-dependent nature of some of the uncertainties,
values are shown for two different invariant mass thresholds.
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Results of ADD searches in dilepton
JHEP 04 (2019) 114

6.3 TeV

6.8 TeV

6.9TeV
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Results of ADD searches in diphoton

Nγ > = 2

pT > 75GeV, | η | < 2.5

(Ecal transition gap excluded)
At least one of the photons in Ecal Barrel
mγγ > 500GeV
- no significant deviation from
the SM in the spectrum

CMS collaboration,Phys. Rev. D 98, 092001
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1 TeV
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Search for Contact Interactions in
Dilepton Final State
Λ
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Contact interactions: motivations
-Models with new gauge
groups (additional U(1)) etc.

l
l

-

+

-Quarks/leptons composite
If mZ’ >> Eexp: EFT, Λ is the new physics energy scale
with binding energy Λ
Nevents

l
l

-

SM+CI

+
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mll

Contact interactions (CI)
Assuming quarks and leptons share common constituents, the Lagrangian for the CI
+ −
q
q̄
→
l
l can be expressed as:
process

By convention, g2/4𝜋 = 1 ; Λ is the new physics scale (compositeness, etc.)
qL = (u; d)L is a left-handed quark doublet; qR represents a sum over the right-handed
quark singlets (u- and d-type); and lL and lR are the left- and right-handed leptons.
𝜼ij so called helicity parameters, are taken to have unit magnitude.
The differential cross section for the production of charged lepton pairs can be described by the equation:

- constructive (𝜼ij < 0) and destructive ( 𝜼ij > 0) interference with DY processes
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Search for CI in di-lepton final sate
Similar selection as the ADD search is applied.
Electron pair invariant mass spectrum for the
combined barrel-barrel and barrel-endcap event
categories.
CI model predictions are presented for Λ = 10 TeV
for the LL signal scenario. The lower panel shows
the relative difference between the
data and predicted background.
To set limits, two different approaches are used,
depending on the signal model:
CI limits use multi-bin limits for constructive
interference.
single-bin limit for destructive interference,
with a lower mass threshold of 2.2 TeV, optimized for the best expected limit.
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Results of Search for CI
Dilepton exclusion limits at 95% CL on the CI energy scale for the six CI scenarios
considered or the electron and muon channels.
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The limits are obtained for mll > 400 GeV in the case of constructive using multi-bin
and mll > 2200 GeV in the case destructive interference.
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Results of search for CI: Combination
Combined dilepton 95% CL exclusion limits on the cross section for the left-left constructive CI model.
The limits are obtained assuming a universal contact interaction for electrons and muons.

Exclusion limits at 95% CL on the CI energy scale for the six CI Combination of dielectric and dimuon
channels.
The limits, range from ΛLL > 20TeV for destructive interference to ΛRR > 32TeV for constructive
interference.
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Summary
Searches for non-resonant new physics in final states with leptons and
are presented.
No significant excess is observed.
Stringent limits are set on the scale of BSM models.
Large extra dimensions: exclusion at 95% CL up to 7.7 TeV (GRW) and
9.3 TeV (HLZ, nED = 2)
Contact interaction: exclusion at 95% CL up to ΛLL > 20 TeV for
destructive interference and up to ΛRR > 32 TeV for constructive
interference.
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Electron selection
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Muon selection
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